Analysis of translocations observed in three different populations. I. Reciprocal translocations.
A sample of 437 reciprocal translocations was classified into three groups according to their method of ascertainment (Group I = couples with repeated abortions; Group II = karyotypically unbalanced carriers; Group III = balanced translocation heterozygotes). Statistical analysis showed that the distributions of chromosome breaks observed in the three groups could not be accounted for by chromosome arm length alone. In couples with repeated abortions, an excess of breaks in 7p, 17p, and 22q was found, whereas in the balanced translocation heterozygotes an excess of breaks was found only in 11q. An excess of breaks was found in arms 9p, 14p, 18p, 18q, 21q, and 22q in karyotypically unbalanced probands. A significant decrease of breaks in the medial chromosome regions was accompanied by a concomitant increase in the terminal regions in all groups. The three groups demonstrated different distributions of chromosome arm involvement in the observed translocations. Balanced translocation heterozygotes had the highest frequency of large (greater than the length of 4p) translocated segments and an excess in the frequency of large-large translocations, whereas karyotypically unbalanced probands had the highest frequency of small (shorter than 21q) translocations and an excess in the frequency of small-small translocations. For each type of chromosomal imbalance observed, the balanced translocation heterozygotes demonstrated the greatest potential imbalance and the karyotypically unbalanced probands the least.